MALENA, AN XXL BEAUTY
Verónica Valenzuela
Malena is a straightforward and caustic XXL girl, a walking
disaster that hates men until she falls in love with the masked
stripper that dazzles her during a party one night.

Synopsis
Malena, who works as a nurse, is a girl who has always been chubby. One day her
friend Paula takes her to a striptease club where she meets her prince charming, a
stripper who conceals his face with a mask.
The owners of the apartment she has hired have imposed one condition on Malena:
she has to pretend to be a lesbian if she wants to live there. Will Malena be able to
share a flat with three atractive guys who usually walk around home almost naked?
What if one of them, Bela, is a co-worker of Malena that does not get along with
her?
This novel is a comedy of situation whose main character is as funny as Bridget
Jones.
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Biography
Verónica Valenzuela, was born in Jerez. She loves books since
his father swapped one of her comics for a Emilio Salgari’s novel.
She has worked as a literary reviewer in Radio Onda Cero in Jerez
with Leonardo Galán, where she has been reviewing books on a
weekly basis. For three years, she has reviewed books and interviewed authors in her own blog: Pasión Romántica. She has given
lectures on subjtes such as women writers along history and the
Great War.
She has published the novels Hijos de Caín, El despertar del Fénix
and Más allá de las trincheras.
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Sales pitch
- This is a fresh chick lit novel, whose main character is an ordinary and neurotic woman.
Many readers will identify with her and her blunders.
- This book is written in a very similar style to other chick lit novels such as Bridget Jones: it
is a fast paced and straightforward first-person narrative. It also includes fresh dialogues and
crazy thoughts, which will make the reader enjoy the book and become fond of the funny
main character.
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- The plot is really funny and full of unexpected twists and comic situations. The sexual tension between Malena and her coworker is coming to a head, and that will keep the reader
in suspense.
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